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PV power plants have been recently installed in very large scale. So the effects of the solar eclipse are of big importance especially
for grid connected photovoltaic (PV) systems. There was a partial solar eclipse in Prague on 20th March 2015. We have evaluated
the data from our facility in order to monitor the impact of this natural phenomenon on the behavior of PV system, and these
results are presented in the paper. The behavior of PV system corresponds with the theoretical assumption. The power decrease of
the PV array corresponds with the relative size of the solar eclipse. 𝐼-𝑉 characteristics of the PV panel correspond to the theoretical
model presented in our previous work.

1. Introduction

We have developed and tested a number of PV systems of
various structures especially with one ax tracking stand at
Faculty of Engineering, the Czech University of Life Sciences
Prague. The results were published, for example, in reports
[1–3]. We have developed a new generation of PV panels
particularly suited to areas with extreme climatic conditions
[4]. They are the existing PV systems with two-ax tracking
stand; they are described, for example, in the report [5].

On 20th March 2015, there was a partial solar eclipse in
Prague, which amounted to a maximum of 68% coverage of
the surface of the solar disc.There was very favorable weather
during two consecutive very sunny days. We have had the
opportunity to measure and evaluate data on the behavior
of PV system during this unique natural phenomenon.These
data are presented and discussed below in this paper. Similar
data are not found in the literature, so we believe that they are
unique. But the behavior of PV systems in artificial shading
was tested in some works, for example, [6–9].There are other
models of the partial shading effect in [10, 11]. The effect
of the solar eclipse on grid connected PV power plants was
investigated in [12].

In our previous work [13], we have examined the theoreti-
calmodel of the behavior of 𝐼-𝑉 characteristics in terms of the
theory of semiconductors. The results of our measurement

of relevant variables during the solar eclipse presented below
confirmed a good agreement of theory and experiment.

2. Experimental

The PV system used for the measurement of the time series
of instantaneous output power and amount of generated
electric energy is shown in Figure 1.Threemono-Si PVpanels
MOTECH with a nominal power of 170Wp are connected
in series. The total nominal output power of PV system is
therefore 510Wp. The PV system is oriented to the south at
an angle of 45∘. The PV panels are connected to the SMA
Sunny Boy SB 700 inverter and the output alternating current
is connected directly into the public grid. The data are saved
automatically.

The radiation intensity and the temperature of PV panels
and of the air were measured by the SMA Sunny Sensor Box.
Thermometers were based on thermistors. The height and
azimuth of the Sunwere deduced from the ephemeris and the
angle of incidence was calculated as the deviation of the vec-
tor directed toward the Sun and of the vector perpendicular
to the plane of PV panels. We defined Cartesian coordinates:
𝑥: horizontal from west to east, 𝑦: vertical from down to up,
𝑧: horizontal from north to south. The vector 𝑎 = (0, 1, 1)
is perpendicular to the PV panels, and the vector �⃗� directed
toward the Sun depends on the actual height and azimuth.
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Figure 1: Our PV system used for data monitoring during the solar eclipse.

Table 1: Selected values of important variables during the solar eclipse on March 20, 2015.

Eclipse phase Time
(h)

Solar disk coverage
(%)

Sun height
(∘)

Sun azimuth
(∘)

Angle of incidence of sun rays on PV
panels
(∘)

Start 9:37 0 30 134 39
Maximum 10:46 68 37 154 21
Finish 11:58 0 40 176 5

The following equation �⃗� ⋅ �⃗� = |�⃗�| ⋅ |�⃗�| ⋅ cos𝛼 is valid for
the scalar product. We calculated the deviation 𝛼 from this
equation.

The Yingli 230Wp poly-Si PV panel was used for 𝐼-𝑉
characteristics measurement. The orientation to the south
and the angle were identical with the above-mentioned
monocrystalline PV panels MOTECH. Characteristics were
measured by the semiautomatic device Prova 210 during the
eclipse.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the Sun at the stage of maximum eclipse, as
seen from our university campus. Selected values of impor-
tant parameters during the solar eclipse are summarized in
Tables 1 and 2. The intensity of the incident solar radiation
was measured on a horizontal plane. These values were later
recalculated on the values corresponding with the plane
perpendicular to the sun rays and with the plane of PV panels
surface.The recalculationwas done by projection of the plane
to the plane perpendicular to the sun rays.

Figure 3(a) is a plot of instantaneous power at the time
and the amount of electricity produced during two sunny
days 19th to 20th March 2015. It is seen that the maximum
decrease of the instantaneous power during the eclipse was
−69% in comparison with the value from the previous
day. It excellently corresponds with the coverage area of
the solar disc 68% with regard to the minor differences of

Figure 2: Sun in the maximum phase of the eclipse visible from our
university campus in Prague.

measurement conditions in two consecutive sunny days. The
amount of generated electric energy corresponds with the
area under the graph curve. It is lower by about 13.5% in the
eclipse day.

Figure 3(b) shows the corresponding dependences of the
solar radiation intensity incident on a horizontal plane. How-
ever, the graphs in Figure 3 cannot be accurately compared,
because the angle of incidence of sun rays on horizontal plane
varies with the time a bit differently compared to the angle of
incidence on the surface of the PV panels with an inclination
towards south (see Table 2).
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Table 2: Selected values of important variables during the solar eclipse on March 20, 2015.

Eclipse phase Time
(h)

Solar radiation intensity
on horizontal plane

(W⋅m−2)

Solar radiation
intensity on

perpendicular plane
(W⋅m−2)

Solar radiation intensity
on PV panels
(W⋅m−2)

Temperature of PV
panels
(∘C)

Instantaneous
output power

(W)

Start 9:37 437 874 679 31 340
Maximum 10:46 155 258 241 14 124
Finish 11:58 612 952 948 43 415
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Figure 3: (a) Time series of instantaneous output power and the amount of generated electric energy and (b) time series of solar radiation
intensity incident on a horizontal plane, during two sunny days (19th to 20th March 2015).

Figure 4 shows dependences of PV panels temperature,
air temperature, and wind speed on the time during both
monitored days. The decrease of the air temperature and of
the PV panels temperature during a solar eclipse is seen,
which is related to the decrease in the intensity of radiation
(see Table 2). Moreover, on 19th March 2015 noon, mild local
minimum of temperature related to the higher wind speed
and thus to more intense cooling of the PV panels is seen (see
Figure 4(b)). Conversely, on 20th March 2015 around noon,
after the solar eclipse, the air temperature and PV panels
temperature showed maximum, because the wind speed was
lower than at noon the previous day. On 20thMarch 2015, the
wind speedwas increased after the 13th hour and then also the
temperature of PV panels began to decrease.

Figure 5 shows the 𝐼-𝑉 characteristics of the PV panel
measured at different stages of the eclipse. It is obvious that
their behavior accurately corresponds to theoretical model
published in [13] and/or for instance [14, 15].The open circuit
voltage is reduced at higher temperature of PV panel. It is
associated with a shift of the Fermi energy level 𝐸

𝐹
toward

the center of the forbidden gap in a band diagram of energy
levels in the semiconductor (see Figure 6). This leads to a
reduction in potential barrier of the PN junction. The higher
radiation intensity causes higher short-circuit current due to
higher generation of free electrons and holes. It coincides well
with the theory of semiconductors.

Solar eclipse is then reflected in the energy sector on a
wider scale. Total eclipse has on the Earth’s surface the area of
a circle with a diameter of about 200 km and it is moving.The
entire eclipse process takes about 2.5 h from the beginning to
the end. On a much larger area, there is a partial eclipse. On
an area corresponding to the total eclipse, in some countries
(especially in Europe, including Germany, Czech Republic,
etc.), the installed nominal power of PV power plants is in
the range ≈1000MWp. The installed nominal output power
is even much higher on the area of partial eclipse. Figure 3(a)
shows that the absolute value of the maximum derivative of
the power curve by the time is corresponding to a decrease
(and later increase) in the instantaneous power of about
0.1W⋅s−1. For PV system with a nominal output of 510Wp,
it represents 0.02%⋅s−1. Thus, if PV power plants with the
nominal output power of 1,000MWp are installed on the
said area, on a sunny day, there would be maximum power
decrease rate (and later increase rate) 0.2MW⋅s−1 in the local
grid during the total eclipse.

4. Conclusion

Thanks to the favorable weather on 19th to 20th March
2015, we were able to observe the behavior of PV system
during the solar eclipse. Monitoring of the data during two
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Figure 4: (a) Time series of PV panels temperature and air temperature and (b) time series of wind speed, during two sunny days (19th to
20th March 2015).

consecutive sunny days, including the solar eclipse, shows
excellent agreement of theory and experiment.

(i) Decrease of the instantaneous output power of the PV
system during the solar eclipse corresponds with the

relative shading of the solar disc and with decrease of
the intensity of solar radiation.

(ii) A lower value of instantaneous output power after
the eclipse may be associated with the condensation
of water vapor in atmosphere due to the decrease of
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After eclipse, radiation intensity 948 W·m−2, PV panel temperature 43
∘C

Before eclipse, radiation intensity 679 W·m−2, PV panel temperature 31
∘C

Maximum eclipse, radiation intensity 241 W·m−2, PV panel temperature 14
∘C
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Figure 5: 𝐼-𝑉 characteristics of the Yingli 230Wp poly-Si PV panel in various stages of eclipse.
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Figure 6: Band diagram of energy levels of the PN junction: (a) not illuminated, (b) illuminated (𝐸
𝐹

: Fermi energy level, 𝐸
𝑖

: center of the
forbidden gap, 𝐸

𝑉

: valence band edge, 𝐸
𝐶

: conduction band edge, Δ𝐸
𝐺

: energy forbidden gap, 𝑉
𝐷

: diffusion voltage, 𝑉
𝑃

: photovoltaic voltage,
�⃗�: electric field intensity, ]: frequency, ℎ: Planck constant, and 𝑥: coordinate perpendicular to the PN junction).

air temperature during eclipse and with the higher
absorption in the near infrared region of the spec-
trum.

(iii) Temperature of PV panels corresponds mainly with
the radiation intensity, but it is also influenced by the
wind speed and therefore by natural cooling.

(iv) Behavior of 𝐼-𝑉 characteristics of PV panel cor-
responds with the theoretical model based on the
theory of semiconductors.

(v) Solar eclipse has a significant impact on the energy
sector of some countries focused on renewable energy
sources. The drop in performance PV power plants
have to be balanced and covered from other sources.
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